A. INTERCHANGEABLE HANDS / 交換可能手首について / 可替握手

The hands are interchangeable as shown.

B. EQUIPPING THE JETPACK / ヘルメット-equippedについて / 安装適用例

Jetpack thrust fire accessories can be attached onto the figure as shown.

C. HOLSTERING THE BLASTER / ブラスター・ベルトについて / 装着方法

Blaster can be placed into the holsters as shown.

D. RANGEFINDER / 距離測定器について / 測量法

The rangefinder can be moved in the angle as indicated.

E. DYNAMIC FIGURE STAND / 特製台座について / 可動人偶支柱

Follow the steps indicated in the picture when setting up the figure.

Figure will not be damaged when handled as shown.

Do not excessively bend or handle the figure, otherwise the figure will be damaged.
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